Abstract-FastICA is a kind of independent component analysis (ICA), which is robust and high performance algorithm, it can strongly remove signal correlation and ensure each signal to be independence. Through perceptual test, improving that RASTA is an idea which can denoise effectively. First, we remove signal correlation through FastICA algorithm, then we use RASTA filter to filtering the ceptral coefficients. Finally, we reduce dimension of the cepstral coefficients by the variances of cepstral coefficients in different dimension and obtain our features. By the HTK3.3, the speech feature extraction which was presented in this paper show the better robust in recognition experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most challenging problems in automatic speech recognition(ASR) is to derive a robust speech feature for speech signals so that it is less sensitive to corrupting acoustic, such as additive noise and channel distortion. Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) is one widely used speech feature representation in speech recognition currently. However, MFCC is not only robust speech feature in ASR, some people proposed many improving and better speech feature, we also propose a method for improving robust of speech recognition.
Independent component analysis (ICA) first was presented in order to solve the blind source separation problem. It can obtain the individual components of the output by separating the mix-signal. Because it has this ability, it is used for features extraction of speech. MFCC extraction usually is obtained through Mel filter bank processing LMPE, but there are usually redundant among coefficients, which makes it is possible to corrupt the structure of speech features, especially when the speech is affected by noise interference, the impact is more severe. In the traditional speech features extraction, the use of discrete cosine transform (Discrete Cosine Transform, DCT) is a successful decorrelation strategy. However, there are certain shortfalls inherent in this strategy, DCT is a non-adaptive procedure which projects LMPE on the direction of global variance and only partial decorrection of speech features, and it don't consider high order decorrection. While the ICA can ensure that the components become independent and irrelevant in high order. In this paper, the FastICA instead of DCT, we obtained better results in experiment. After the ICA transformation, we also use relative spectral (RASTA) filter proposed firstly by Hermansky to filter feature [2] , the benefits of this technology is able to filter out the noise signal which changes more slowly or quickly than typical range of change of speech, so relative spectral technique can filter the noise and this method can further improve the robustness of speech features. The final experiment results show us that we can obtain more robust speech features through the combination of these two methods.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED ON FASTICA ALGORITHM
A. ICA Model Suppose that there are n linear mixtures vectors 1 2 , , , n x x x , which include n independent components 1 2 , , , n s s s : 
It can be written in matrix form .
= x As
(2) where x and s both are n dimensional vector, and A is a matrix, whose dimension is n n × . If we knew the parameters a ij , we could solve the linear equation easily in classical methods. However, the point is that we have no idea about the parameters a ij , the problem is become more complicated. Fortunately, some information on the statistical properties of the signals s i can be used to estimate the parameters a ij . Assuming that we have obtained the A by estimation, we can work out the inverse Corresponding author: Huan Zhao, Email: hzhao@hnu.edu.cn. matrix of the A immediately. Of course, we can't obtain the A, we can only obtain the estimation of A, we use Â to denote the estimation of A, and we use Ŵ to denote the estimation of the inverse matrix of A. So we can obtain all estimation of the independent signals s i . we use the vectorŝ to denote them.
WhenŴA is approximately equal to unit matrix, we can estimate the approximate value of the independent signal s. The FastICA algorithm Proposed by hyvärinen can solve the problem of estimating approximation of the source signals very well [3] .
B. FastICA Algorithm Principle
The FastICA is to rely on the independence of source signals to estimate the source signals, and thus need to find a standard measure of independence. is a pioneering work that Hyvärinen proposed use the non-Gaussian statistics as a measure of independence, and have achieved very good results. The measure based on probability and statistics fundamental theorem, the socalled central limit theorem (all variables are independent and having different distribution function) [4] . Theorem 1, (Jarl Waldemar Lindeberg central limit theorem) Suppose the independent random variables satisfy the Lindeberg conditions, then for any x , we have
This Lindeberg condition refers to the various random variables uniformly small, the formula expressed as follows: Lindeberg condition:
For any 0 τ > For the LMPE after the Mel filter do not vary significantly amongst each frame, so i X ∑ also meet the Lindeberg conditions. Central limit theorem in fact shows us a truth that the distribution function of the sum of independent random variables tends to meet a Gaussian distribution, the sum of random variables is stronger than the Gaussian random variable itself. So we can obtain every separate independent approximation component by adjusting the coefficient of linear combinations of random variables to change the Gaussian, the purpose is to raise non-Gaussian as much as possible, and making the maximum nonGaussian. As result, we will obtain the value, which is approximation of the real independent component in this way. Therefore, we need a way or standard to measure the non-Gaussian.
In literature [1] , Hyvärinen figures out that there are the two measures of non-Gaussian approach at least, one is the use of the kurtosis statistics; the other is use of negative entropy in information theory. Meanwhile, that paper involves that the kurtosis measure for non-Gaussian is less robust than the negative entropy, and we agree with Hyvärinen's view and take negative entropy as the measure of non-Gaussian. In fact, the negative entropy was sourced from the concept of entropy in information theory. the negative entropy with the formula can be expressed as follows:
and
Where ( ) f y is the probability density function of random variable y and gauss y meet a Gaussian distribution and with the same covariance matrix as y the ( ) H y represent entropy as defined in information theory, ( ) J y represent the negative entropy, which is need by us. Using of negative entropy as a measure of non-Gaussian statistical theory is well proven. However, directly using the definition to calculate the negative entropy is very difficult. Because the probability density function is not easy to estimate. Hyvärinen proposed using a method of approximate calculation to estimate negative entropy. Based on the principle of maximum entropy, we take a similar approach to represent the negative entropy, using the formula expressed as:
Where k is a non-negative constant. And G is the non quadratic function, generally we use this function such as:
Simultaneously, the random variable y is assumed to be of zero mean and unit variance, and v is a Gaussian variable of zero mean and unit variance (standardized).
C. Preprocessing Data
In order to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated and make the computational process easier, prior to the ICA transformation, we need preprocess raw data, mainly include two processing: whitening and centering of the data.
Centering is very easy, we just need to minus their mean for raw data, but independent components is obtained after ICA transformation, the mean value must be added to separate the signal by the inverse transform; data whitening is to make the original signals to be uncorrelated through linear transformation, if the original signals are observed, the signals after whitening. We transform the observed signal x which is white, its components are uncorrelated and their variances equal unity. In other words, the covariance matrix of x equals the identity matrix:
The popular method for whitening matrix is to use eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)of the covariance matrix.
Here we can see that whitening reduces the number of parameters to be estimated. We needn't to estimate the 2 n parameters, and we only need to estimate ( 1)/2 n n− parameters.
D. the Basic Form of FastICA Algorithm
(1) Preprocessing data: centering and whitening a. Centering: assuming
and set
b. Whitening: using eigenvalue decomposition method:
Where E is consisted of Feature vector of the { } 
Where g is the derivate of below equation for u : 
where we use 2-form, and go to e; e. if The algorithm explained:
The algorithm has the essence of Newton iteration, using the formula (8) as the objective function, because
is a constant item and its derivate is no relationship with this item, and we need to consider it in the objective function. In step d, we guarantee the 
Simplify above equation, we obtain
Then end the algorithm.
E. the Classical Extraction of MFCC [5]
The general processing MFCC feature extraction can be described by Fig 1. Our goal is to replace DCT with ICA and add RASTA after ICA filtering the log of Mel-filter bank energies (LMFE).
F. Replace DCT with ICA
The purpose of discrete cosine transform (DCT) is to reduce interdependence among LMFE. Because the coefficients of component based voice are dominant over to the coefficients of the noise, we preserve the coefficients of the former and discard coefficients of the latter. According to this principle, we can reduce the dimension of LMPE after ICA transformation and alleviate harmful effects of various distortions and corruptions. Conventional MFCC extraction is mainly related to the DCT, but the DCT just can guarantee that the coefficient vector of each component is unrelated and not independent, that is to say, it still exists some redundancy amongst the various cepstral components. However, ICA transformation can make each coefficient vector to be independent, and there is no redundancy amongst the various components. So it can represent speech features better, and we realize my purpose that we obtain robust speech features for ASR.
G. FastICA bring some Troubles in Features Extraction
Because the initialization of unmixed matrix W is random at starting of FastICA algorithm, it means that the independent components or the output sequence of obtained row (column) vectors of unmixed matrix are not unique by the end of the algorithm. In fact, it is equivalent to multiply a row (column) elementary transformation matrix with a certain unmixed matrix. As a result, the final order of row (column) vectors of unmixed matrix is uncertain. We usually set m triangle filters (e.g. 24 m = ) to construct a m Mel-filter for LMPE. Its role is to produce the m dimension output coefficient corresponding to each frame. If we directly take the output independent components of each frame via ICA transformation as speech features, then the order of speech features of each frame are different for the same speech. This phenomenon can be observed in the training set and testing set, the same pronunciation of words or sentences may have the feature vector sequence, which may have different order, resulting in a serious mismatch in speech recognition. Obviously, this way is not consistent with the purpose of robust speech features extraction. Some scholars choose basis function of ICA unmixed matrix to address this issue according 2-form of basis function. They thought that the energy of speech was generally greater than the noise and the rows (columns) can be resorted according to energy of basis function, to make the final feature vector to be consistent with corresponding frame of the same speech. However, if the SNR is small, the energy of speech may be less than the energy of the noise, especially, we use clean speech to train, while we test the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) which has been trained with noisy speech, the recognition percentage of speech will rapidly decline.
At the same time, we should pay attention that the design of the algorithm also takes a number of statistical methods in FastICA, such as calculation of expectation and covariance matrix. When we process LMPE of each speech by ICA transformation, it is not enough many size for each speech as the statistical sample, and sample size of each speech is different from the other. The average sample size (speech frames) of all speech is not large. Difference sample size of statistical parameters will lead to quite difference, while the overall value of sample size is too small to accurately estimate these parameters what we need. If we shorten the length of each frame shifted to increase the number of frame of each speech, the computation of whole algorithm will ascent rapidly, and the recognition of back-end will receive negative impact. However, we have no idea whether the positive effect can be greatly improved.
Random initialization of matrix W also raises the question which randomness of matrix W makes computation more complicated and it is difficult to estimate the time cost of computation of algorithm. For some hardware devices, especially embedded devices can't tolerant such cost. When it is different to initialize matrix W in the proceeding feature extraction (randomW ), the time cost of computation will be very much different. Although hyvärinen proved that the FastAICA algorithm is globally convergent, there will still be some residuals in the actual project calculation. In order to prevent the program fall into loop, we have to set certain restraint in the algorithm artificially. We need limit the times of iteration, which usually is about 2000 times. If most of the calculations to be nearly 2,000 times iteration, the total computing time is too long.
H. Consistency Unmixed Matrix
This paper take consistency unmixed matrix to solve above problem, which is brought by FastICA algorithm (the unmixed matrix means that we use the same unmixed matrix to process the LMPE in the ICA transformation stage of MFCC features extraction). On the algorithm itself, however the basis function of unmixed matrixW or the output coefficient vector of LMPE after ICA transformation are sorted by the energy, both of them will be destroyed by some environment noise and the speech channel distortion and the recognition rate will decrease greatly. However, if we assume that ICA transformation use the same unmixed matrix W in training sets and testing sets, the impact of recognition rate will obviously fall down, at the same time, it is not necessary that we go to sort the row or column unmixed matrix W for each speech.
In this paper, we take a method, which we connect these LMPE after Mel filtering power spectrum vectors, to obtain the consistency unmixed matrix W . During processing the feature extraction, we are not directly to extract all the features which we need one by one, we calculate the LMPE and connect all of LMPE in accordance with the corresponding dimension. After finishing connecting these LMPE to form a large matrix, we make use of this matrix to calculate the consistency unmixed matrixW .
Because we use recognition system based on Hidden Markov Model and training sets and testing sets are relatively larger than only using a speech in quantity, we obtain more statistical sample. To be universally known, the larger sample sizes can ensure the statistical parameters are closer to the theoretical value. At the same time, because we connect the all of LMPE to form a large matrix as the input of FastCA algorithm, we only need to use the algorithm once and the number of iteration is upper value (2,000 times). Although the LMPE forming matrix is very large and the input of FastICA algorithm is very long, compared with the sum of cost time of each voice using FastICA algorithm, the cost time of this method proposed by us are less. And we needn't sort feature vectors of each speech, we sort the whole features vectors only once.
The calculation process of Consistency unmixed matrix can be described as following: we assume that the LMPE of each frame speech is vectors which ( ) j m l represent, where l denotes the th l − dimension, j denotes the th j − speech. We connect all the LMPE of speech to form a large matrix ( j ∈ Ω , Ω denotes all speech sets, including training sets and testing sets), where we use M to represent this large matrix. The number of matrix row is m , the number of matrix column is 
I. Reduction of D imension
We select m Mel-filters to result in producing the m coefficients, and we also obtain the speech features including m coefficients. However, we only obtain the static information of these speech features and but the dynamic information usually is very important for recognition. In order to join the dynamic information to help improving recognition rate, we need calculate the delta and acceleration components with 2 ∆ = and append them to speech features as addition. We use following formulation to calculate above addition features [6] : Where n denotes the current frame, c denotes the component of LMPE, d denotes the delta coefficients and i denotes the several frames before current frame and after one, and the acceleration coefficients is that the delta coefficients of delta coefficients. As a result, we obtain the feature vector which including 3* m coefficients. But the dimension of this features are too large. Since a large number of calculations needed, it isn't benefited to back-end recognition. So we usually need reduce the dimensions of speech features.
The purpose of dimensionality reduction is not only to select some more discriminative components of speech features, but also omits some of the components of features seriously affected by the noise factor, and reduce the computation of back-end recognition. In our experiment, we found that when we use the 2-norm of basis function of consistency or their row or column of variance and energy to measure whether they are more discriminative components of speech features. However, we find that it is useless to measure the discriminate of speech features [7, 8] . We analysis our many experiments and believe that the unmixed matrix is not directly related with some measurement of speech features, and we can't get some useful help by the unmixed matrix, so we need another way. We realize that the speech features after ICA transforming may be helpful, because it is closely related to back-end recognition.
First, we use the whole variance of row vectors s of speech features S to be a criteria of measurement in the experiment (variance can measure the energy of speech), but we find that the recognition rate is not improved obviously. We analysis the process of features and we think that the situation is related to the inaccurate Voice Activity Detection (VAD), because the accurate VAD is difficult and the noise both exist in whatever voiced segments or unvoiced segments. And at low SNR level the energy of noise is stronger than voice, so using the variance to measure is not accurate. Considering our training sets are clean (we record the speech in silent environment), so we only use features of the training sets to measure, we retain the components which having larger variance and omit the others. And we reach our purpose of dimensionality reduction. The following our experiments show that we obtain a better recognition result by taking the measures.
J. RASTA Filter
In the literatures [8] and [9] , their authors both mention that they take the measures that they filtering the signals of features in the time domain with the ICA transformation to process the speech features, their purpose is to remove the correlation of each frame amongst them. We consider that the speech feature vectors actually exist some certain degree correlation amongst frames and to eliminate the correlation may not be reasonable choice and one voice generally include between 300 and 400 frames feature vectors. If we use the FastICA algorithm to filtering the feature signals, then the algorithm will produce a huge unmixed matrix. The computation will greatly increase the consumption of system resources. While we process these features one segment by one segment with the ICA transform filtering method, it become difficult to determine the criteria to cut up voice. In addition, if we use FastICA algorithm, we can not ensure that all frames do not change the order of before transformation, and the two adjacent features in the split are more difficult to guarantee the independence between them. So we use above those methods to filtering the feature signals in time-domain is not easy, and we give up dealing with the features in time domain. According to the above some considerations, we cite simpler and relatively better filtering technology for time domain filtering. [9, 10, 11] Hermansky had made some improvements in what he proposed perceptual linear prediction (PLP, this feature improve linear prediction coefficients) with the relative spectral (RASTA) technology. The robustness of PLP after RASTA filtering shows better improving performance. Because RASTA is based on human auditory perception, this technology was taken to MFCC in recent years.
K. RASTA Filtering of MFCC
In fact that human perception tends to tract the relative value of input rather than to its absolute values is very obvious in vision. Similarly, we can take knowledge of this fact in human auditory perception. Some circumstantial evidence indicates that there is a preference for sounds with a certain rate of change too. The RASTA filtering technique suppresses the spectral components that change more slowly or quickly than typical range of change of speech, and enhance the dynamic parts of noisy speech. We start it with IIR filter with the transfer function, which can be described in the following formula: . The low cut-off frequency of the filter determines the fastest spectral change of the log spectrum, which is ignored in the output, whereas the high cut-off frequency determines the fastest spectral change that is preserved in the output parameters. The high-pass portion of the equivalent bandpass filter is expected to alleviate the effect of convolution noise introduced in the channel. The lowpass filtering helps to smooth some of the fast frame-toframe spectral changes present in the short term spectral estimate due to analysis artifacts.
Because Mel frequency domain also is nonlinear frequency domain, we can filter the ceptral domain with RASTA filtering technique, in other word, we can append a filtering processing after DCT. And the DCT essentially is a linear transformation, it is not distinct between before the DCT and after, that means it is equivalent to filtering in the cepstral domain. In higher SNR level, the combine ICA transformation and RASTA filtering technique experimental results show better than classical MFCC, and next we will discuss them.
L. Combination RASTA Filtering Technique and ICA Transformation for the Feature Extraction
When we use the ICA transformation to replace the DCT on the MFCC feature extraction, the recognition correct has been very good. However, we find that the recognition accuracy is disappointing and the insertion errors are very high. In order to decrease the insertion errors, and filtering features signals in the time domain, we use the RASTA filtering technique proposed by Hermansky after ICA transformation. Liking people use the RASTA technique to the traditional MFCC, we also can use it in our method as improvement. The whole process combination ICA transformation and RASTA filtering is described in Fig 3: Ш. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In our experiments, we take the voice data recorded in a quiet environment, including 4 men's and 6 women's pronunciation, each voice is not more than eight consecutive words in the Mandarin digital string, the speech signal was recorded in normal laboratory environment at 16 kHz sampling and encoded with 16 bit linear PCM. The text of pronunciation was generated by the Hsgen function in HTKtools. Finally, a total of 230 sounds was generated according to the text. Each person made 23 voices, including 15 as the training sets, and the rest as the test sets. For each voice in the test sets, we added Gaussian white noise to them, SNR level is from5db to 20db, interval 5db, and reserve the clean voices.
The size of each frame is 30ms, and frame shift is 15ms. We pre-emphasis each frame after enframing the speech, pre-emphasis formula is:
Where pre-emphasis factor 0.9372 µ = , because the frame length is 30ms and the sampling frequency is 16 kHz, we can use the 512-point FFT to obtain speech power spectrum. After Mel sub-band filtering, we obtain the cepstral coefficients of each frame through the ICA transformation, and use the RASTA filtering technique to process the cepstral coefficients, then we get the features coefficients which we need. We select the front 13 coefficients of feature vector which has been sorted descend according to the variance, and we discard the other coefficients. However, the DC component doesn't make any sense, so we also omit it. What's more, the logarithmic energy of each frame is very important to reflect characteristic of voice, we append it as the supplement of feature vectors. At the same time, in order to obtain the dynamic characteristics of voice, we calculate the first and second order differential as a supplementary factor in the end of feature vector. Finally, the feature vector of each frame is consisted with 39 dimensional feature parameters. The recognition model is constructed with the non-jump from left to right continuous Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Each HMM has five states, the probability density function of the values observed under each state is the mixed Gaussian probability density function, and the transfer matrix is diagonal. Model is trained and tested by HTK3.3.
In order to reflect the robustness of feature proposed by this paper, we use the same training sets and testing sets for different features in different SNR level and compare their recognition performance in same condition. And we use some features with the one proposed by this paper, which is used to contrast our feature include such features as the classical MFCC, the classical PLP, the Figure 2 . processing of ICA+RASTA+MFCC MFCC using the RASTA filtering technique, the PLP using the RASTA filtering, the MFCC using ICA transformation and the MFCC combination ICA transform and RASTA filtering technique, which proposed by us.
In Table І , we compare the word recognition correct, recognition accuracy and the sentence recognition correct under different SNR level, they can be indicated with Corr, Acc and Correct respectively. RA means RASTA, "+" means combing two methods. The most of the experiment results show us that the whole robustness the ICA+RASTA+MFCC method is much higher than classical PLP and classical MFCC method. Compared the RASTA+MFCC, its performance also is better. Although compared the ICA+MFCC method, its average value of Corr slightly decreased about 0.95 percentage points, while its average value of Acc and Correct is much higher than that of the ICA+ MFCC method; about 31 percentage points more and 26 percentage points more than the ICA+MFCC method separately. Compared the RASTA+PLP method, its average value of Acc is lower, 8.69 percentage points less than the RASTA+PLP method, but its average value of Corr and Correct is almost 4 and 2 percentage points more than the RASTA+PLP method separately. The improving performance is obvious compared some classical feature extraction, and especially under slight high level SNR (>10db), we can get more robust feature for ASR, when we can use enhance speech method.
IV. CONCLUSION
We use a combination ICA transformation and RASTA filtering technique for MFCC feature extraction in this paper. One way is to replace DCT with the ICA transformation, and another is to append a RASTA filtering in time domain after transformation. By two methods we obtain more robust feature, and we also refer that the speech enhancement can help improving robustness. Finally, because ICA transformation used in this model is based on a linear assumption, and the voice is only similar to a linear model, in fact it is still nonlinear, we believe that the nonlinear ICA is potential, and the nonlinear ICA will become our direction in future. 
